AURA.260-S WORKSTATION

SitStand
Your dream studio
just got closer.

Imagine then transform.

ph: 573.557.3150 toll free: 800.315.0878

AURA.260-S WORKSTATION

ENERGIZE YOUR CREATIVITY
and workflow with Aura.260-S.
Beautifully functional and
ergonomic support, Argosy’s universal
workstations combine style with
flexibility to accommodate emerging
A
technologies with classic Argosy

SitStand

design features.
ACCESSORIES

21” Shelf
Modification

Dual
Monitor Arm

Speaker
Platforms

Blank Panels

Rack Rail
Screws

Sit or stand
with 27”to 42”
electronic height
adjustment

Optional rack module configurations

For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers, please vist us at
www.argosyconsole.com or call the numbers below.
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Sit-Stand

AURA.260S
Padded armrest

7 RU spaces

27 to 42”
rack depth
approx. 19”

AURA.260S-N

SitStand

Perforated steel
cover panels

AURA.260S electric lifting columns provide users a stable work surface at any desired height with the push of a button.
Go from sitting to standing or anywhere in between quietly in just a matter of seconds. Engineered for anthropometric
and ergonomic comfort with the highest degree of stability, AURA.260S ships disassembled and is available in four different configurations. 260S-N features a spacious desk surface with under-mount shelving racks on the left and right.
The 260S-LR has under-mount racks plus upper racks for integrating electronics on both sides. 260S-L (not shown) has
one upper rack on the LEFT and flat desk surface on the right. 260S-R (not shown) is just the opposite configuration.
All configurations provide internal cabling accomodations and pass-thrus for computers and multi-screen monitoring.
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